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ABSTRACT: A hollow, circular housing is open about its
periphery and has a central opening in its top. Circum-
ferentially spaced vanes extend between the central opening
and the open periphery to direct air How from the central
opening radially outward through the open periphery and
across the upper and lower surfaces of an annular airfoil wing
secured to the housing. A pair of jet engines at the housing
periphery operate to rotate the housing to effect said move-
ment of air.
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CIRCULAR WING AIRCRAFT

BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION

This invention relates to aircraft, and more particularly to a
circular aircraft having an annular wing of airfoil cross sec-

tion.

Circular aircraft constructions of the prior art generally are

characterized by the absence of an airfoil wing, and therefore

achieve vertical movement by reaction to a downwardly
directed controlled stream of air or other gas, in the manner of

a rocket. The power requirements for such structures render

them costly to manufacture and operate. Another form of cir-

cular aircraft provides for the movement of air radially inward

over an annular airfoil wing, induced by the action of a cen-

trally located propeller which operates to provide a
downwardly directed air stream. This arrangement provides

inefficient movement of air radially inward over the wing and
makes only a very small contribution to the lifting power of
the propeller.

SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION

In its basic concept the circular wing aircraft of this inven-

tion provides for the development of an air flow from the

center of its circular housing radially outward over the sur-

faces of a circular airfoil wing supported by the housing.

It is by virtue of the foregoing basic concept that the prin-

cipal objective of the present invention is achieved, namely to

overcome the disadvantages of prior circular aircraft struc-

tures and their modes ofoperation.
The foregoing and other objects and advantages of this in-

vention will appear from the following detailed description,

taken in connection with the accompanying drawings of the

preferred embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a foreshortened sectional view through the center

of a circular wing aircraft embodying the features of the

present invention.

FIG. 2 is a bottom plan view of the aircraft illustrated in

FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary top plan view of the aircraft illus-

trated in FIG. 1, parts being broken away to disclose details of

internal construction.

FIG. 4 is a fragmentary plan view of a central portion of

FIG. 3 showing the baffles in open position.

FIG. 5 is a foreshortened, fragmentary sectional view taken

on the line 5-5 in FIG. 1

.

FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view of a modified form of

circular wing aircraft embodying the features of this invention.

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary sectional view of a still further

modified form of circular wing aircraft embodying the fea-

tures of this invention.

FIG. 8 is a fragmentary plan view as viewed from the top in

FIG. 7, parts being broken away to disclose details of internal

construction.

FIG. 9 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on the line 9-9

in FIG. 7.

FIG. 10 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on the line

10-10 in FIG. 7.

DESCRIPTION OFTHE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring first to FIGS. 1—5, the circular wing aircraft illus-

trated therein includes a circular housing defined by the top

wall 10 and bottom wall 12. These walls are supported in

spaced apart relation by means of a plurality of circum-

ferentially spaced vanes 14. The top wall has an enlarged cen-

tral opening 16 which defines an air inlet, and the spaced apart

outer margins of the top and bottom walls define a peripheral

air outlet 18 about the housing.

An annular wing member 20 of airfoil cross section is

mounted on the housing in concentric relation therewith. In

the embodiment illustrated the wing is positioned outwardly of 75

2

and adjacent the peripheral air outlet opening 18 of the hous-

ing and is supported by outward extensions 22 of the vanes.

The angular inclination of the wing member is chosen to pro-

vide the aircraft with optimum lift characteristics.

5 Means is provided for generating a flow of air inward
through the central air inlet opening 16 and thence radially

outward through the peripheral air outlet opening 18 and
across the upper and lower surfaces of the wing member. In

the embodiment illustrated, such air flow generating means is

® provided by a pair of aircraft engines 24 disposed diametri-

cally opposite each other adjacent the outer periphery of the

housing. The engines illustrated are of the jet type, and each is

supported by struts projecting from the housing top wall and

j. wing member, respectively. Propeller type engines may be
3

used in place of the jet engines, if desired.

The aircraft engines are arranged to provide thrust in the

same direction of rotation about the axial center of the hous-

ing (FIG. 3), whereby to effect axial rotation of the housing

2o and wing member. In FIG. 3 this direction of rotation is in-

dicated by an arrow as being clockwise, induced by the coun-
terclockwise thrust of the engines.

Accordingly, as the housing is caused to rotate, centrifugal

force causes air to be drawn inward through the central air

25 inlet opening 16 and ejected outward through the peripheral

air outlet opening 18. This air is forced to pass outward over

the upper and lower surfaces of the wing member 20, whereby
to effect lift in the same manner as a conventional winged air-

craft.

Although the vanes 14 may be omitted, by providing other

spacing supports between the top and bottom walls of the

housing, the provision of the vanes is preferred since they pro-

vide circumferentially spaced passageways for the controlled

flow of air, as described in detail hereinafter. The vanes may
35 be straight, and extend radially between the air inlet and outlet

openings. However, it is preferred that the vanes radiate arcu-

ately outward in the trailing direction of rotation of the hous-

ing, as illustrated, to enhance the centrifugal action of the

rotating housing.
40 In the alternative, the air flow generating means may com-

prise a single propeller or jet type aircraft engine mounted
centrally above the air inlet opening 16, or a plurality of such
engines mounted symmetrically about the air inlet opening,

and arranged to cause air to be forced downward through the
45

air inlet opening and thence radially outward through the

peripheral air outlet opening. With such an arrangement the

housing and wing member need not rotate.

In the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 1—5 an operator’s

.. compartment is positioned under the hollow housing and is
u

supported for rotation relative to the housing. The compart-
ment comprises a bottom wall 26, an upstanding peripheral

wall 28 and a top wall 30. Depending upon the overall size of

the aircraft, the compartment may be of sufficient size to ac-

55
commodate passengers and/or cargo, in addition to the opera-

tor. A circular flange 32 projecting outward from the top wall

30 overlies and rests upon a plurality of circumferentially

spaced rollers 34 mounted on shafts 36 journaled in bearings

38 secured to the bottom wall 12 of the housing. The latter

50 thus may rotate, as required, while allowing the compartment
to be maintained stationary or its rotation controlled.

Means for preventing or controlling rotation of the com-
partment relative to the housing is provided, in the embodi-
ment illustrated, by an aircraft engine 40 projecting outward

65 from the compartment. This engine may be of the propeller or

jet type and is arranged to provide a thrust in the direction op-

posing rotation of the compartment in the same direction as

the housing. The tendency of the compartment to rotate with

the housing is governed primarily by the frictional in-

70 terengagement of the supporting rollers 34 and flange 32. Ac-
cordingly, the size of the engine may be quite small, since it

need be capable merely of counteracting the effect of such
friction.

Means is included in the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 1-

—5, for providing steerage and horizontal movement of the
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aircraft. A sleeve 42 is secured to the top supporting wall 30 of

the compartment and extends vertically through an opening in

the bottom wall 12 of the housing, on the axial center of the

latter. A hollow shaft 44 extends rotatably through the sleeve,

and an enlarged shoulder 46 at the upper end of the shaft sup- 5

ports at least one radial arm 48 which terminates adjacent the

inner end of the vanes 14. In the embodiment illustrated there

are three such radial arms. The arms are rotatable with the

shaft 44 by means of the operating wheel 50 secured to the

lower end of the shaft. ' 0

The outer end of each radial arm supports a bearing 52 pro-

vided with a vertically extending bore. A baffle member 54 is

supported pivotally on the bearing by means of the projecting

ears 56 which receive the bearing between them. Openings in

the ears register with the bearing bore to receive the connect-

ing pivot shaft 58. The baffle member is dimensioned to cor-

respond substantially with the dimensions of the inlet end of

each passageway defined by adjacent vanes 14. Thus, when
each baffle member is rotated to its extended position iilus-

20
trated in FIG. 3, it is capable effectively of closing the inlet

end of each passageway, one at a time during rotation of the

housing. The three baffle members illustrated are capable ef-

fectively of closing the inlet ends of three such passageways, as

will be understood. 25
Means is provided for moving the baffle members 54

between said extended position and a retracted position (FIG.

4) opening the inlet ends of the passageways. In the embodi-

ment illustrated, each baffle member is provided at its upper

edge with a flange 60 apertured vertically to pivotally receive 30
the pivot pin 62 at one end of the link member 64. The pivot

pin 66 at the opposite end of the link member is received in an

opening in the cam plate 68 secured to the upper end of the

elongated control shaft 70. This shaft extends rotatably

through the hollow shaft 44 and terminates at its lower end 35

within the compartment. An operating lever 72 is secured to

the lower end of the control shaft.

In operation, let it be assumed that the aircraft is resting

upon the ground and that it is desired first to lift the aircraft

vertically. The operator manipulates the lever 72 to move the 40

baffle members 54 to their open position illustrated in FIG. 4,

and then activates the aircraft engines 24 to effect rotation of

the housing and wing member. As rotational speed increases,

the velocity of air ejected radially outward over the entire

upper and lower surfaces of the annular wing member reaches 45

a magnitude at which the differential pressure across the wing

member is sufficient to lift the aircraft from the ground.

It will be understood that the stabilizer engine 40 also is

energized and adjusted to prevent rotation of the compart-

ment.
50

Assume, now, that the operator desires to have the aircraft

move horizontally toward the right in the direction of arrow A
in FIGS. I and 3. The wheel 50 is manipulated to rotate the

arms 48 to position the baffle members 54 forward of the sup-
^ j

porting sleeve 42 with respect to the direction of desired

horizontal movement of the aircraft and symmetrical with

respect to a line extending through the axis of the sleeve in the

desired direction of horizontal movement, e.g. arrow A. The
lever 72 then is rotated to move the baffle members from the

open position illustrated in FIG. 4 to the closed position illus-

trated in FIG. 3. Since the flow of air through the vent-defm-

ing passageways is blocked as the passageways rotate through

the arc of the closed baffle members, no lifting force is pro-

vided for the wing member 20 in that area. Accordingly, that 65
area of the rotating wing at the right in FIG. 1 tends to drop

downward, inclining the aircraft in a downward direction

toward the right. In this position of incline the rotating annular

wing member functions to move the aircraft toward the right,

in manner similar to horizontal movement afforded a 70
helicopter by angling the pitch of the rotor shaft.

If the operator then wishes to make a turn toward the left

with the aircraft moving horizontally toward the right in FIGS.

1 and 3, the wheel 50 is rotated to move the closed baffles

toward the left from their previously set position, for example 75

4
to the position illustrated in FIG. 3. This shifts the arcuate seg-

ment of no lift toward the left, causing the aircraft to tilt

downward toward the left and turn in that direction. The mag-
nitude of the turn is dependent upon the magnitude of rotation

of the baffle members, as will be understood.

If desired, additional power means may be provided to in-

crease the horizontal speed of the aircraft. In the modification

illustrated in FIG. 6 such means is provided by the aircraft en-

gine 74 of the propeller type. This engine is mounted in a duct

76 in the operator’s compartment. The inlet end of the duct is

at the bottom wall 78 of the compartment, and the outlet end

of the duct is at the rear wall 80 of the compartment. Opera-

tion of the propeller draws air inward through the inlet open-

ing and forces it out through the outlet opening, thereby

providing a thrust which propels the aircraft toward the left.

A rudder member 82 may be provided at the outlet end of

the duct, pivoted on the vertical shaft 84 which is controlled

by conventional means. The rudder performs the dual func-

tion of providing steerage for the aircraft and of preventing or

controlling rotation of the compartment relative to the rotat-

ing housing.

In the modification illustrated in FIG. 6 the compartment is

suspended rotatably from the bottom wall 12 of the housing by

means of the thrust bearing coupling 86. The wheel 50 and

lever 72 of the first embodiment are replaced by gears 88 and

90, respectively. Each of these gears is operated indepen-

dently from an operator’s control panel P by any suitable

remote control device, such as a conventional electric or

hydraulic servodrive system.

Referring now to the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 7-

— 10: A support platform 92 is mounted above the bottom

wall 12 of the housing, centrally thereof, on a shaft 94 jour-

naled for rotation on the housing bottom wall. The floor 96 of

an operator’s compartment is supported above the platform

by means of the spacer members 98. The compartment is en-

closed by a dome 100 which preferably is transparent.

Upstanding pivot shafts 102 at the outer periphery of the

platform are spaced apart circumferentially and each pivotally

supports a baffle member 104, in manner similar to the baffle

members 54 previously described. The number and size of

baffle members preferably correspond to the number and size

of passageway inlet ends defined by the vanes 14 in the hous-

ing.

Each baffle member 104 is moved between the aforemen-

tioned extended and retracted positions by means of a link

member 106 connected pivotally at one end to a flange 108 on
the baffle member. The opposite end of the link member ex-

tends slidably through a guide block 1 10 secured to the under-

side of the compartment floor 96. The inner end of the link

member rotatably mounts a roller 1 12 for rolling engagement
with the arcuate surface of the operating cam member 1 14.

Projecting downward from the bottom of the cam member is a

ball 1 16 which is received rotatably in the socket member 1 18

secured to the platform. Projecting upward from the cam
member is a control stick 120 by which the operator may
manipulate the cam member.

Referring to FIG. 8, the plurality of link members 106

radiate inwardly from the baffle members 104, with their

mounted rollers 112 disposed concentrically about the axial

center of the housing. The cam member is confined within the

circle of rollers. A coil spring 122 interconnects each link

member and its guide block and functions to urge the link

member radially inward toward the cam member.
Relative rotation between the support platform 92 and

housing is provided by the annular rack 124 secured to the

bottom wall 12 of the housing concentrically about its center

axis. A pinion 126 engaging this rack is secured to the output

shaft of an electric or any other variable speed drive motor
128 mounted on the platform. Normally, the motor drives the

pinion at a speed matching the rotational speed of the rack,

whereby to maintain the platform and operator’s compart-
ment stationary. However, the motor speed may be varied to

effect turning of the platform and compartment in either

direction, as desired.
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Horizontal movement and steerage of the aircraft, in

manner similar to the embodiment first described, is achieved
by manipulating the cam member 114 on its universal mount-
ing to effect outward movement of appropriate ones of the
link members 106, against the resistance of the retracting 5

springs 122 , to effect closure of appropriate ones of the baffle

members 104.

The speed of horizontal flight may be enhanced by the
provision of the additional aircraft engine 130, illustrated as

being of the jet type, mounted on the projecting end of the ro- 1

0

tary support shaft 94 of the platform.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various

changes in the size, shape, number and arrangement of parts

described hereinbefore may be made without departing from
the spirit of this invention .

*
*

I claim:

1. A circular wing aircraft, comprising:

a. a hollow circular housing having a central air inlet open-
ing at its top and a peripheral air outlet opening about its

outer periphery;
zu

b. air flow generating means on the housing operable to ef-

fect movement of air through said inlet opening to said

outlet opening;

c. a circular airfoil wing member secured to the housing
25

concentric therewith for passage of said air outward over
the upper and lower surfaces of said wing member;

d. a plurality of circumferentially spaced vane members
secured in the housing between said inlet opening and
wing member forming a plurality of circumferentially 30
spaced air passageways;

e. baffle means associated with at least one of the

passageways and movable between an extended position

closing said passageway and a retracted position opening
and passageway; and 35

f. baffle support means mounted for rotation relative to the

housing for rotating the baffle means about an axis paral-

lel to the housing axis relative to the passageways.
2. A circular wing aircraft, comprising:

a. a hollow circular housing having a central air inlet open- 40
ing at its top and a peripheral air outlet opening about its

periphery;

b. air flow generating means on the housing operable to ef-

fect movement of air through said inlet opening to said

outlet opening; 45
c. a circular airfoil wing member secured to the housing

concentric therewith for passage of said air outward over
the upper and lower surfaces ofsaid wing member;

50

55

60

65
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6
d. a plurality of circumferentially spaced vane members

secured in the housing between said inlet opening and
wing member forming a plurality of circumferentially
spaced air passageways;

e. operator support means mounted on the housing for rota-

tion relative thereto; and
f. baffle means mounted on the support means for rotation

relative thereto about an axis parallel to the housing axis

and positioned adjacent the inlet end of the passageways
for movement between an extended position closing at
least one passageway at a time during rotation of the
housing and a retracted position opening said

passageway.

3. The circular wing aircraft of claim 2 wherein the support
means includes an operator’s compartment, and operator
means in the compartment engages the baffle means for rotat-

ing the latter.

4. The circular wing aircraft of claim 2 wherein the support
means includes an operator’s compartment, and operator
means in the compartment engages the baffle means for mov-
ing the latter between said extended and retracted positions.

5. A circular wing aircraft, comprising:

a. a hollow circular housing having a central air inlet open-
ing at its top and a peripheral air outlet opening about its

outer periphery;

b. air flow generating means on the housing operable to ef-

fect movement of air through said inlet opening to said

outlet opening-
c. a circular airfoil wing member secured to the housing

concentric therewith for passage of said air outward over
the upper and lower surfaces of said wing member;

d. a plurality of circumferentially spaced vane members
secured in the housing between said inlet opening and
wing member forming a plurality of circumferentially

spaced air passageways;

e. operator support means mounted on the housing for rota-

tion relative thereto; and
f. a plurality of baffle means mounted movably on the sup-

port means adjacent the inlet end of the passageways,
each baffle means being movable between an extended
position closing at least one passageway at a time during
rotation of the housing and a retracted position opening
said passageway.

6 . The circular wing aircraft of claim 5 including operator
means engaging the baffle means for moving each baffle

means selectively between said extended and retracted posi-

tions.
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